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Description

Technical field

[0001] The present invention relates to a method and
a device to physically stabilize a load combination com-
prising stapled unit loads, such as at least two standard
containers applied a top of each other or for instance
loads loaded on pallets stacked a top of each other, and
at least one Automatically or semi automatically Guided
Vehicle (AGV) below said loads, together with means for
fixation thereof to each other and/or to said vehicle, dur-
ing transport of said loads in all directions on the aground
If the load is comprised of containers they may be at least
two standard containers (FEU = Forty feet Equivalent
Unit = 40 container or TEU = Twenty feet Equivalent Unit
= 20 container) applied a top of each other or in line,
possibly both, possibly in a cassette and on top of at least
one AGV. If more than one AGV is utilized, they are com-
monly controlled by common software. More specifically
the invention deals with the issue of enhancing stability
of such items (AGV+load), where the load is applied on/in
and engaged to the upper side of a framework or cassette
framework, the latter of which together lately has become
named C-AGV being a shortform for Cassette-AGV, be-
ing in turn on its bottom side on request carried by the
AGV or the AGV:s, each in turn comprising one or more
bogies provided for the drivability of the whole unit. A top
of each bogie the frame of the AGV is provided with
means for jacking (bringing the cassette into a transport
position), driving as well as means for braking The wheel-
base and the traction of each bogie must at least in an
initial position of introduction be held within the inner limits
(as seen from above) of the transport system comprising
said framework to be lifted and transported together with
said loads. The transport system is mainly designed for
use in harbors or the like shunting areas, but may of
course be scaled up or down for other more or less similar
possible uses.

Technical problem

[0002] AGV:s of the kind here meant, are normally
used in areas where transport of articles, such as con-
tainers of standardized volume is frequently performed
in large numbers such as in harbors. It is normally not
allowed for people to stay in areas where loads of this
kind is handled. Such areas are often heavy industrial
applications where two or more AGV:s may be utilized
in order to be able to bear more load. When loads of
standardized volume are stowed in height of at least two
items at a time it is required to either be mechanically fix
them to each other or guide them in cell guides or the
like. This creates or at least enhances a risk during trans-
port of whole units of exposing them to unwanted mo-
mentum of inertia during actions such as start and stop
of movement back and forwards, mostly, however, side-
ways, stop and turning during transport forward in curves,

especially when exposed to heavy side winds. Since de-
mands on transport speeds and acceleration continuous-
ly over time are increased, this is of course troublesome.
Combining different effects (eg. Side winds, side accel-
eration, vehicle dynamics, slope), whole loads are in the
risk zone of timing over. Since staff handling the stand-
ardized goods seldom are aware of the actual weight of
each item (container or pallet) or for that sake its mass
distribution, a unit load having a substantially higher or
even unbalanced weight than another such load situated
below it may be loaded a top of a much less weighing
unit load. This impair dangerous risks for instability of
whole units (AGV + load), since the items are meant to
be transported at speeds of up to at least 6 m/s in the
main transport direction and up to between 2 and 3 m/s
in directions sideways. Side forces that results can be
considerable, especially if maximum turning radius are
utilized and heavy winds are blowing. In the future even
higher transport speeds are to be expected, thus the
problem as such will become larger. Sideways acceler-
ation or retardation in sideways transport of at least 1
m/s2, most likely up until 6 m/s2 for emergency operation
in today’s ranges of transport speed are in the range of
possible figures. Collapses directly or indirectly due to
these reasons are simply not an issue, due to the high
demands on productivity. The goods to be transported
simply must reach its respective destinations as soon as
possible, preferably on time, and of course without any
damage whatsoever.

State of the Art

[0003] After performing a search in order to map the
state of the art in the technical field, twelve references
were found amongst which none were considered even
slightly relevant neither to the problem solved nor to the
technical solution. Simply references to stiff steerable
shafts or steerable wheels, making no contribution what-
soever to the issue of stability was found. Examples can
be mentioned, wherein in DE 102007050 824A1 shows
a towed vehicle for carrying a predetermined load, towed
behind a lorry or the like. The vehicle in question com-
prises wheel pairs at distinct positions of the chassis
thereof, being independently controllable so as to be able
to maneuver the entire combination as well as possible.
Another example can be seen in WO 94/02890 where
an AGV is depicted, which in order to be steerable and
controllable comprise pairs of shafts at each end thereof
which are individually pivotable in a horizontal plane
GB2362863 also discloses a steerable crane.
[0004] It is therefore considered that Applicants own
publication (TTS Review of May 2009 p14) gives a better
picture of the prior art situation (See fig 9). Here is shown
an Automatically Guided Vehicle for cassette handling.
An AGV is introduced either sideways or longitudinally
below a cassette supposed to encase at least two items,
in this case containers, which may of course contain dif-
ferent items stapled at a stack with the same instability
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issues at hand. Said AGV comprise wheel-pairs turnable
360 which most certainly gives a very good manuvrea-
bility, but gives absolutely no contribution when it comes
to enhancing the stability of the load unit as such with its
AGV. Said publication is hereby incorporated by refer-
ence. Since none of the reference found during the nov-
elty search are considered to deal with a problem that
even seen in the widest possible field of sight comes
even close to either alone or in combination solving the
problem according the above, it was decided that the
state of the art found during our search had nothing to
contribute with.

Object of invention

[0005] A main object of the present invention is there-
fore considered to lie in enhancing the stability of a unit
comprising a flexibly integrated arrangement of loads
(such as containers or pallets) indirectly and displaceably
standing on the ground and a top of each other to be
randomly translated thereon. The loads can be either
loaded on the AGV frame or on a cassette to constitute
a unit to be transported. In the case of a load on a cas-
sette, the vehicle can be driven in below said loads, lift
it and drive away in any direction free of choice.
[0006] According to the invention the AGV to be ar-
ranged below said unit load is provided with at least one
wheel-bogie, which in turn is provided with at least three
wheels or pairs of wheels, said bogie being arranged
controllably able to pivot in the horizontal plane in relation
to a frame of said AGV while each wheel being arranged
controllable able to pivot at its respective fixation point in
relation to the bogie, whereby during transport in all pos-
sible directions of the load, each bogie may be translated
to a position in reflation to its position of introduction that
the wheels define a considerably larger traction than they
do when they are maintained in their initial position before
pivotation of the bogie.
[0007] This gives the bogie/-es of the AGV, with the
use of thereto belonging control software, the possibility
of being displaced to a position in which the traction of
the bogie becomes wider than that of a drive-in width in
relation to the load in its longitudinal direction, which with
its containers, pallets or the like is to be lifted and trans-
ported to its future position. This enhances the stability
of the whole unit both when transporting it at a given path
longitudinally in curves, possibly effected by side-wind
and when transporting it in a direction 90° deviant to this
direction and in all directions in between.
[0008] In the embodiment shown the frame beams of
the AGV are only there to hold the bogies together as a
common unit. 4. Provided an appropriate coordination of
two independent bogies (that could be considered as a
vehicle together), the function of the frame 4 can be taken
by can be taken by the cassette. The AGV has been
provided with jacking means that independently act di-
rectly on said unit loads and makes the total height of the
transported unit loads lower, which also contributes to

the transport stability of the unit as a whole.
[0009] Also controllability is by using the invention
much improved. The center of the turning radius said
complete unit may by this technology be translated to
any point from directly below each the pivot points of
each bogie to any point in a very wide circumference to it.
[0010] According to a further developed embodiment
of the invention, the bogies main dimensions differ from
each other in that the dimension as seen from above is
rectangular instead of being essentially square. This
means that the bogies when in line with the frames there-
of are longer in that direction than in a direction 90° de-
viant from the same.
[0011] By controlling the angular position of each bogie
to be a value of between 45° and 75° where the wheels
are pivotable to a larger extent than +/-45°, it will be pos-
sible to maximize the traction of the bogie even further.
This will of course enhance stability of the complete unit
even more than with the use of the method and device
according to its initial embodiment. Finally, by an appro-
priate design of the wheels steering, an angular position
of the bogie of 90° can be achieved, which during certain
conditions allows to reach a better loading of the wheels
in comparison to the 45 degrees configuration.

Description of the drawings

[0012] The invention will in the hollowing be described
with reference to drawings of a preferred embodiment of
the invention, in which:

Fig 1 is a perspective view shows overview picture
of the whole concept together with bogies of an AGV
situated below a cassette, being controllable accord-
ing to the invention.

Fig 2 shows in a perspective view slightly from above
a bogie of an AGV comprising two bogies having
four wheels each, in a first stability enhancing posi-
tion,

Fig 3 shows a bogie of an AGV corresponding to that
of fig 2 as seen from above,

Fig 4 shows a bogie analogous to that of fig 3 seen
in a perspective view slightly from above and In a
normal transport position,

Fig 5 shows a bogie of the same type, however, now
from its front,

Figs 6a to c, are schematical views of AGV:s having
their bogies and wheels displaced in different pat-
terns,

Figs 7a to 7e are schematical views of a bogie of an
AGV showing yet another lot of possible petitions
and patterns for said bogies and wheels,
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Fig 8a to 8d each show different ways to displace
the bogies and wheels when it is desired that an AGV
is to "crab" in all directions between sideways and
straight forward, and

Fig 9 illustrates a cassette AGV according to the
technology referred to in ITS. Review of May 2009
and is here used as primary prior art.

Detailed description

[0013] According to Fig 1 there is shown a unit of what
in this branch is called a Cassette Loading Unit CLU.
Such a unit comprise a framework 1 made to be standing
on the ground with legs 2, support pillars 3 and is pref-
erably but not necessarily made from steel. Below this
CLU is shown an Automatic Guided Vehicle AGV, com-
prising a framework 4 of its own being provided with bo-
gies 5 at each end with four steerable wheels 6 each.
The AGV is designed such that it may be driven in below
the framework 1 either in the longitudinal direction of said
framework or sideways. The framework 4 of the AGV is
designed to between the bogies 5 contain an embedded
driving unit (not shown), for instance a diesel engine,
however, any possible unit may be used as such a driving
unit (Otto with petrol, Otto with alcohol, electrical, induc-
tive etc). The overall design of the CLU is standardized
to fit certain measurements in areas such as harbors or
large warehouses, where goods in large quantities are
handled and stored.
[0014] According to fig 2 a more detailed view in per-
spective, approximately 45° obliquely both seen from
above and from the side of the framework 4 of said AGV,
of a bogie 5 of an AGV is shown. It comprise sturdy main
beams 7, at which ends the beams 7 are fixed by com-
monly known Chevron elements (sturdy rubber elements
- not shown) or the like to crossbeams 8. At the ends of
said beams 8 the wheels 6 are fixed to joints being piv-
otable preferably 45° and possibly some degrees more
than 45° in each direction starting from an initial position
corresponding to a normal transport direction straight for-
ward in which the wheels are in line with the framework
4 as well as with the main beams 7. Between the main
beams 7 at the middle of the respectively is another
crossbeam 9 pivotably journalled at 16 to the main beams
7. Below the top surface 10 thereof there is a turning unit
11 having yet another beam 12 connected thereto being
fixed to the main beams 7. The turning unit 11 is able to
turn the bogie preferably 90° and possibly some degrees
more than 90° in each direction. Said beam 12 is in turn
at its ends provided with jacking means 13 for interacting
and locking to eviscerations (not shown) made on the
bottom side of the framework 1 of the CLU. The jacking
means may be hydraulically, pneumatically or electrically
maneuvered. The same goes for the turning unit. All
wheels 6 are steerably controlled under the influence of
at least one tie rod 14 fixed between each wheel and its
cross beam 8. These rods are like the turning unit of for

that sake the jacking means driven hydraulically, pneu-
matically or electrically in interaction with a main control
system (not shown), containing algorithms for all possible
positions of all the controllable parts. The position of the
AGV shown in Fig 2 is one of two possible, however,
identical stabilizing wheel- and bogie positions for trans-
porting the whole CLU sideways. This, however, means
that the other bogie, situated at the other end or the frame,
may be controller to the same or its inverted identical
position.
[0015] From Fig 3 it is most clearly elucidated how the
AGV-unit is built as it is shown from above. From the
main beams 7 the cross beams 8 extend one at each
end of the main beams out to its ends where the wheels
6 are arranged pivotably in a horizontal plane. The max-
imum pivotation of the wheels according to this embod-
iment is +/- 45° and is affected by the controlled tie rods
14, which act simultaneously at a common command
from a control unit (not shown). It is however contemplat-
ed that the wheels, if differently fixed to the bogie, might
be made able to pivot as much as +/- 180°, It should be
noted that the bogie is either driven by one two or more
wheels. Brakes are provided integrated in the rim area
of the wheels. In the two wheel driven variant, two wheels
are driven, while the other two are provided with brake
units (not shown).
[0016] Fig 4 shows the device according to the inven-
tion in a perspective close to that of Fig 2, however, from
another direction. In this case the bogie is in a different
position corresponding to a normal driving position with-
out the stabilization function initiated. Here also the wheel
driving units together with its brakes 15 (as a unit) are
shown. Inside the unit 12 there is a controllable swivel
unit (not shown in detail) that enables the bogie to be
pivoted in relation to its frame elements 4.
[0017] In order to show the device from all possible
directions and in all possible positions Fig 5 shows the
bogie’s front as a plane view. From this figure it is clearly
evident that the beam 12 is snugly fitted to the below side
of the main beams 7 thereby being used as a counter
stay. From this figure is also clearly shown the previously
mentioned rubber elements 17 (Chevron elements)
which are situated in V-shaped eviscerations in such a
fashion that all of the load leaded on the AGV from the
containers press the rubber to a very stable relation,
though loose. This is a solution well known from the rail-
way industry, but gives the bogie a possibility to even out
or even eliminate problems such as holes in or bumps
on the ground of up to 100mm. Below Figs 6a to 6c are
described in a common context. According to fig 6a is
shown one of three possible positions of the bogies 5
and wheels 8 thereof to achieve a sideways translational
movement of the AGV. The bogies 5 are with regard to
their centers pivoted 45°, clockwise for the in the figure
left bogie, and counterclockwise for the in the figure right
bogie. The second possibility in this context is to from
the position shown, pivot each bogie 5, 90° counterclock-
wise and clockwise while simultaneously turning each of
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the eight wheels 6 in concert with the movement of each
bogie. The third and last possibility is to make a full 90°
pivotation of each of the bogies (see fig 7a), while when
this position has been achieved control the wheels to a
position like their starting position, in which they are piv-
otable each +/- 45°. To reach this third position an in
between position like one of the positions shown in fig
7b to 7d will have to be used. According to figs 6b and
6c it is shown how the bogies and the wheels may be
controlled to be positioned so as to move the turning cent-
er TC of the CLU Said center TC thus can be positioned
anywhere on the ground, which as a bonus effect gives
an extremely good maneuverability to the CLU.
[0018] Figures 7a to 7e shows examples of different
positions (as previously mentioned) of the bogies and
wheels in comparison to the outer limitation of the cas-
sette. Especially fig 7e shows a bogie with its wheels in
their respective initial positions, enabling a CLU having
two such bogies configured in the same way to be trans-
ported straight forwardly. In order to achieve a stability
enhancing position for transport straight forward one
would have to employ a position like the one shown in
fig 7c and thereafter turn the wheels 6’ 90° clockwise. A
quite considerable traction increase of twice the width of
the wheels is thereby accomplished.
[0019] Figs 8a to 8d shows different bogie and wheel
configurations to accomplish a "crablike" movement of
the whole CLU, which may be of use in certain circum-
stances. Finally Fig 9 shows a a cassette AGV according
to the prior art chosen as a starting point for the claimed
invention. In the context it should be specifically noted
that the wheel pairs of the AGV shown in this figure all
are pivotable +/- 180°. They are therefore unable to de-
liver any contribution to enhance the stability of the AGV,
or for that sake of the whole CLU with an AGV situated
below it.
[0020] The invention is not to be seen to be limited by
the above described embodiment, but should instead be
considered so by the enclosed patent claims and the de-
scription as a whole.

Claims

1. Stabilisation method in order to physically stabilize
a load combination comprising stapled unit loads,
such as at least two standard containers applied a
top of each other and at least one Automatically or
semi automatically Guided driverless Vehicle (AGV)
below said loads, together with means for fixation
thereof to each other and/or to said vehicle, during
transport of said loads in all directions on the ground,
characterized in that, the AGV, arranged below
said unit load, is provided with at least one wheel-
bogie, which in turn is provided with at least three
wheels, said bogie being arranged controllably able
to pivot in the horizontal plane in relation to a frame
of said AGV while each wheel being arranged con-

trollably able to pivot at its respective fixation point,
whereby during transport in all possible directions of
the load, each bogie may be translated to a position
in relation to its position of introduction that the
wheels define a considerably larger traction than
they do when they are maintained in their initial po-
sition before pivotation of the bogie.

2. Method according to claim 1, characterized in that,
the bogie is pivotally arranged at its center as re-
garded perpendicularly to the horizontal, whereby
the are length of its pivotation becomes equal at all
the wheels, irrespective of which wheel is consid-
ered, to achieve equal distribution of load at rest.

3. Method according to claim 1 characterized in that
the wheels of each bogie are simultaneously con-
trolled regarding its angle of inclination so as to main-
tain the rolling direction of each wheel in the direction
of transport, (in accordance to wheel physics, allow-
ing for specific angle corrections at each wheel par-
ticularly in turns or when the bogie is pivoting) irre-
spective of which this direction is in order to as a total
effect enhance the traction of the AGV,

4. Method according to claim 1, characterized in that
the bogies by being provided with a frame that serves
only to keep the AGV together and in that the AGV
by being provided with jacking means that independ-
ently act directly on said unit loads, makes the total
height of the transported unit loads lower and thus
contributes to the transport stability of the unit as a
whole.

5. Stabilisation device to physically control the stability
of a Cassette Loading Unit (CLU), comprising sta-
pled unit loads such as at least two standard con-
tainers applied within a loading cassette a top of each
other and below which at least one Automatically
Controlled Vehicle (AGV) is situated to lift and trans-
port said CLU to an arbitrary position from any given
position on the ground, characterized in that, it
comprice at least one bogie fixed to a frame of an
Automatically Guided Vesicle (AGV), each in turn
comprising at least three wheels, also comprising
means for positively controlling a pivotation of both
the bogie and said wheels in the horizontal plane, to
positions in which said means set the bogie/-s and
the wheels in positions which simultaneously ena-
bles transport in a given direction while they maxi-
mize the stability of the CLU as a whole In the trans-
port direction and in any cross direction.

6. Device according to claim 4, characterized in that
the bogie comprise means to pivot the same +/- 90°,
and that the wheels at their joints comprise means
to pivot these +/- 45°.
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7. Device according to claim 4, characterized in that
the wheels comprise means to pivot these +/-180°.

Patentansprüche

1. Stabilisierungsverfahren zum physischen Stabilisie-
ren einer Lastkombination, die gestapelte Lastein-
heiten, wie etwa wenigstens zwei Standardcontai-
ner, die aufeinander abgestellt werden, und wenigs-
tens ein automatisch oder halbautomatisch geführ-
tes fahrerloses Fahrzeug (AGV) unterhalb der Las-
ten umfasst, zusammen mit Mitteln zur deren Befes-
tigung aneinander und/oder an dem Fahrzeug, wäh-
rend des Transports der Lasten in alle Richtungen
auf dem Untergrund, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass
das AGV, das unterhalb der Lasteinheit angeordnet
ist, mit wenigstens einem Fahrwerk ausgestattet ist,
das wiederum mit zumindest drei Rädern ausgestat-
tet ist, wobei das Fahrgestell steuerbar eingerichtet
ist, um in der horizontalen Ebene in Relation zu ei-
nem Rahmen des AGV schwenkbar zu sein, wobei
jedes Rad steuerbar eingerichtet ist, um um seinen
jeweiligen Befestigungspunkt schwenkbar zu sein,
wobei, während des Transports der Last in alle mög-
lichen Richtungen, jedes Fahrwerk an eine Position
in Relation zu seiner Position der Einführung ver-
schoben werden kann, so dass die Räder eine er-
heblich größere Traktion definieren, als sie turn
wenn sie ihre anfängliche Position vor Schwenkung
des Fahrwerks beibehalten würden.

2. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 1, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass das Fahrwerk an seinem Zentrum
senkrecht zu der Horizontalen schwenkbar einge-
richtet ist, wobei die Bogenlänge seiner Schwen-
kung an allen seinen Rädern gleich wird, unabhängig
davon welches Rad betrachtet wird, um gleiche Last-
verteilung im Ruhezustand zu erreichen.

3. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 1, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass die Räder jedes Fahrwerks gleich-
zeitig bezüglich ihres Neigungswinkels gesteuert
werden, um so die Rollrichtung jedes Rades in der
Richtung des Transports beizubehalten (gemäß der
Radphysik, die spezifische Winkelkorrekturen an je-
dem Rad ermöglicht, insbesondere nacheinander
oder, wenn das Fahrwerk geschwenkt wird) unab-
hängig davon was die Richtung ist, um als ein Ge-
samteffekt die Traktion des AGV zu verbessern.

4. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 1, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass die Fahrwerke mit einem Rahmen
ausgestattet sind, der nur dazu dient, dass das AGV
zusammenhält und dadurch, dass das AGV mit An-
hebemitteln ausgestattet ist, die unabhängig direkt
auf die Lasteinheiten wirken, die Gesamthöhe der

transportierten Lasteinheiten verringert und daher
zu der Transportstabilität der Einheit insgesamt bei-
trägt.

5. Stabilisationsvorrichtung zum physischen Steuern
der Stabilität einer Kassettenladeeinheit (CLU), um-
fassend gestapelte Lasteinheiten wie etwa wenigs-
tens zwei Standardcontainer, die in einer Ladungs-
kassette aufeinander abgestellt werden, und unter
denen wenigstens ein automatisch gesteuertes
Fahrzeug (AGV) platziert ist, um die CLU anzuheben
und zu einer beliebigen Position zu transportieren
von irgendeiner gegebenen Position auf dem Unter-
grund, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
es wenigstens ein Fahrwerk umfasst, das an einem
Rahmen eines automatisch geführten Fahrzeug
(AGV) befestigt ist, wobei jedes wiederum wenigs-
tens drei Räder umfasst, weiterhin umfassend Mittel
zur Positivsteuerung einer Schwenkung von sowohl
dem Fahrwerk als auch den Rädern in der horizon-
talen Ebene zu Positionen in denen die Mittel die
Fahrwerke bzw. das Fahrwerk und die Räder in Po-
sitionen versetzen, die gleichzeitig den Transport in
eine gegebene Richtung ermöglichen während sie
die Stabilität der CLU insgesamt in Transportrich-
tung und in jede Querrichtung maximieren.

6. Vorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 4, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass das Fahrwerk Mittel umfasst, um die-
ses +/- 90° zu schwenken und, dass die Räder an
ihren Gelenken Mittel umfassen, um diese um +/-
45° zu schwenken.

7. Vorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 4, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass die Räder Mittel umfassen, um diese
um +/- 180° zu schwenken.

Revendications

1. Procédé de stabilisation pour stabiliser physique-
ment une combinaison de charges comprenant des
charges unitaires amarrées, par exemple au moins
deux conteneurs standard placés l’un au-dessus de
l’autre, et au moins un véhicule sans conducteur gui-
dé automatiquement ou semi- automatiquement (ci-
après "AGV") situé en dessous desdites charges,
ainsi que des moyens de fixation de celles-ci entre
elles et / ou audit véhicule durant le transport desdi-
tes charges dans toutes les directions sur le sol, ca-
ractérisé en ce que, l’AGV, disposé en dessous
desdites charges unitaires, est pourvu d’au moins
un bogie à roues qui, en ce qui le concerne, est muni
d’au moins trois roues, ledit bogie étant agencé de
façon à être apte à pivoter de manière commandée
dans le plan horizontal par rapport au châssis dudit
AGV, tandis que chaque roue est agencée de façon
à être apte à pivoter de manière commandée à son
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point de fixation, de sorte que, lors du transport de
la charge dans toutes les directions possibles, cha-
que bogie soit apte à être amené dans une position
en relation à sa position d’introduction telle que les
roues définissent une traction beaucoup plus grande
que ce qu’elles font lorsqu’elles sont maintenues
dans leur position initiale avant le pivotement du bo-
gie.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce
que le bogie est agencé de façon pivotante en son
centre vu perpendiculairement à l’horizontale, de
sorte que la longueur de l’arc de son pivotement soit
égal pour toutes les roues, indépendamment de la
roue qui est prise en considération, afin d’assurer
une répartition égale de la charge au repos.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce
que les roues de chaque bogie sont commandées
simultanément en ce qui concerne leur angle d’incli-
naison de façon à maintenir la direction de roulement
de chaque roue dans la direction de transport, (en
fonction des aspects physiques des roues, ce qui
permet des corrections spécifiques d’angle sur cha-
que roue en particulier dans les courbes ou lorsque
le bogie pivote), quelle que soit la direction, afin
d’améliorer, en tant qu’effet global, la traction de
l’AGV.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce
que les bogies, par le fait qu’ils sont pourvus d’un
châssis qui sert uniquement à maintenir l’AGV, et
l’AGV, par le fait qu’il est pourvu d’un système de
vérins qui agit de manière indépendante directement
sur lesdites charges unitaires, font que la hauteur
totale des charges unitaires transportées étant ré-
duite et contribuent ainsi à la stabilité de l’unité de
transport dans son ensemble.

5. Dispositif de stabilisation destiné à commander
plrysiquement la stabilité d’une unité de chargement
sous forme de cassette (ci-après CLU), comprenant
des charges unitaires amarrées, telles qu’au moins
deux conteneurs standards engagés à l’intérieur
d’une unité de chargement sous forme de cassette
en étant placés l’un au-dessus de l’autre, et au-des-
sous desquels au moins un véhicule commandé
automatiquement (ci-après AGV) est situé pour sou-
lever et transporter ladite CLU vers une position ar-
bitraire à partir d’une position au sol donnée, carac-
térisé en ce qu’il comprend au moins un bogie fixé
à un châssis d’un véhicule à guidage automatique
(AGV), chacun comprenant, en ce qui le concerne,
au moins trois roues, et comprenant en outre des
moyens pour commander positivement le pivote-
ment à la fois du bogie et desdites roues dans un
plan horizontal, vers des positions dans lesquelles
lesdits moyens placent ledit ou lesdits bogie(s) et les

roues dans des positions qui simultanément permet-
tent le transport dans une direction donnée tout en
maximisant la stabilité de la CLU dans son ensemble
dans la direction de transport et dans toute direction
transversale.

6. Dispositif selon la revendication 4, caractérisé en
ce que le bogie comprend des moyens pour le pi-
voter de +/- 90°, et en ce que les roues, au niveau
de leurs articulations, comprennent des moyens
pour les faire pivoter de +/- 45°.

7. Dispositif selon la revendication 4, caractérisé en
ce que les roues comprennent des moyens pour les
faire pivoter de +/- 180°.
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